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Abstract 21 
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer affecting women worldwide. The 22 
mortality associated with cervical cancer can, however, be significantly reduced if the 23 
disease is detected at the pre-malignant stage.  The aim of this study was to evaluate the 24 
potential of Raman microspectroscopy for elucidation of the biochemical changes 25 
associated with the pre-malignant stages of cervical cancer.  Formalin fixed paraffin 26 
preserved tissue sections from cervical biopsies classified as negative for intraepithelial 27 
lesion and malignancy (NILM), low grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) or high 28 
grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) were analysed by Raman spectral mapping.  29 
Raman mapping, with K-Means Cluster Analysis (KMCA), was able to differentiate the 30 
NILM cervical tissue into three layers including stroma, basal/para-basal and superficial 31 
layers, characterised by spectral features of collagen, DNA bases and glycogen 32 
respectively. In the LSIL and HSIL samples, KMCA clustered regions of the superficial 33 
layer with the basal layer. Using Principal Component Analysis (PCA), biochemical 34 
changes associated with disease were also observed in normal areas of the abnormal 35 
samples, where morphological changes were not apparent.  This study has shown that 36 
Raman microspectroscopy could be useful for the early detection of pre-malignant changes 37 
in cervical tissue. 38 
 39 
 40 
Keywords: Confocal Raman Microspectroscopy, Cervical cancer, Cervical Intraepithelial 41 
Neoplasia, K-Means Cluster Analysis, Principal Components Analysis 42 
 43 
  
Introduction 44 
Cervical cancer is the third most common cancer in women worldwide, 85% of cases 45 
arising in the developing world (Jemal et al, 2011). Mortality associated with cervical 46 
cancer can, however, be significantly reduced if the disease is detected at the early 47 
stages of its development or at the pre-malignant stage (cervical intraepithelial 48 
neoplasia, CIN) (Parkin et al, 2005). 49 
Current methods for identifying neoplastic cells and differentiating them from their 50 
normal counterparts are often nonspecific, slow, invasive, or a combination thereof 51 
(Chan et al, 2006). The primary screening tool for cervical neoplasia is the 52 
Papanicolaou (Pap) smear test (Papanicolaou & Traut, 1941) and colposcopy 53 
normally follows an abnormal Pap smear. The incidences of the disease and 54 
associated mortality have been falling in developed countries, where these screening 55 
methods are widely practiced. However, these methods have several shortcomings, 56 
including high false negative/positive results that could be due to the subjective 57 
interpretation of the cytologist/pathologist diagnosing the disease based on 58 
morphological abnormalities. There are difficulties in separation of normal, basal cell 59 
hyperplasia, immature squamous metaplasia and inflammation associated changes 60 
from true koilocytes, which are indicative of low grade squamous metaplasia 61 
(McCluggage et al, 1998). There are also difficulties in differentiating low grade 62 
squamous intraepithelial lesions (LSIL) from immature squamous metaplastic cells 63 
with atypia, a mild abnormality, resulting in inter- and intra- observer difference of 64 
opinion (McCluggage et al, 1998).  65 
It is estimated that 90% of deaths can be prevented by early diagnosis, (Bazant-66 
Hegemark et al, 2008), which emphasizes the need for improved effective screening 67 
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methods. The molecular and biochemical changes that ultimately lead to the 68 
occurrence of cancer in tissue include the disruption of the normal organisation of 69 
nucleic acids, proteins, lipids, and carbohydrates (Ooi et al, 2008) and these changes 70 
can be used as diagnostic markers of cancer. Historically, many techniques have 71 
targeted the above mentioned biomolecules and sub-cellular structures, nucleus to 72 
cytoplasm ratio or cellular morphology, for diagnosis as well as for the prognosis of 73 
cancer. However, changes at this level are detectable only after they have already 74 
caused considerable gross morphological changes in the tissue. Due to technological 75 
advances, more opportunities have arisen to investigate the bio-molecular components 76 
in tissue samples and to examine malignant abnormalities on this basis. As a result, 77 
the mutations/ biochemical changes in bio-molecules appearing before manifestation 78 
of disease on a cellular level can be detected earlier, facilitating timely and precise 79 
diagnosis, leading to increased patient survival and quality of life (Ooi et al, 2008). 80 
Potentially offering higher sensitivity and specificity based on biochemical analyses, 81 
spectroscopic methods such as IR absorption and Raman scattering are attracting 82 
increased attention. Investigation of 150 formalin fixed and paraffin preserved (FFPP) 83 
cervical tissue sections by Raman spectroscopy was carried out and normal cervical 84 
tissue was separated from malignant tissues with a sensitivity and specificity of 99.5% 85 
(Krishna et al, 2006). An in vivo study on 66 patients showed that Raman 86 
spectroscopy has 89% sensitivity and 81% specificity to distinguish high grade 87 
dysplasia (CIN II/CIN III) from benign tissue (Robichaux-Viehoever et al, 2007). The 88 
reported results are higher than colposcopy, which has a sensitivity of 87% and 89 
specificity of 72%.  In another study, the incorporation of the woman's hormonal 90 
status, mainly the stage in menstrual cycle and menopausal state, into the 91 
classification algorithm was shown to improve the sensitivity of Raman spectroscopy 92 
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to detect cervical pre-cancers from 88% to 94% (Kanter et al, 2009b). The same 93 
group characterised the Raman spectral changes associated with the menopause as 94 
well as within the menstrual cycle which led to more accurate diagnosis of LSIL in 95 
vivo (Kanter et al, 2009a). These results render Raman spectroscopy a valid 96 
alternative for clinical screening. However, few studies have delved further into the 97 
biochemical origin of the diagnostic differentiation between the different tissue 98 
pathologies. Our group has reported differentiation of 40 FFPP histological samples 99 
into normal cervical epithelium, invasive carcinoma and CIN with nearly 100% 100 
sensitivity and specificity with the differentiation of normal epithelium and carcinoma 101 
in situ largely due to the absence of strong glycogen bands in the abnormal tissue 102 
containing rapidly proliferating cells (Lyng et al, 2007). A recent study of de-103 
paraffinised cervical tissue with Raman mapping and hierarchical cluster analysis 104 
(HCA) was able to differentiate between normal squamous epithelium and cervical 105 
intraepithelial neoplasia-grade II (CIN II) and it was shown that the Raman spectra 106 
associated with the CIN II lesion clustered predominantly with those of the basal 107 
epithelial cells of normal squamous epithelium which suggested that the cells of these 108 
regions share common biochemical profiles and spectral features responsible for their 109 
differentiation are associated with the amide-I and amide-III bands (Tan et al, 2011). 110 
In an ex vivo study of human cervix, Raman spectral profiles from the stroma of 111 
tissue with HPV associated histological changes showed differences for DNA (1316 112 
and 1334cm
-1
) and glycogen (1048, 1083, 1256, 1333cm
-1
) assignments. Further 113 
differences at 1260 and 1304cm
-1
 were also observed. Kamemoto et al. (2010) 114 
showed that Raman spectroscopy could distinguish normal cervical tissue from 115 
cervical cancer tissue based on collagen bands in the 775-975cm
-1
 region. 116 
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The aim of the present study is to evaluate the potential of Raman micro spectroscopy 117 
for the elucidation of the biochemical origin of the spectral markers associated with 118 
the onset and progression of the disease. The initial stages will establish the 119 
biochemical signatures of different layers of the normal cervical epithelium. It is 120 
expected that these signatures will be distinct, as the biochemistry of each layer is 121 
different. These differences in the biochemistry of each layer in the form of Raman 122 
spectral markers may be helpful for the better classification of cervical intraepithelial 123 
neoplasia. This would lead to the classification of cervical cancer on the basis of the 124 
biochemical changes occurring during the progression of the disease instead of on 125 
morphological changes. Raman micro spectroscopy will then be used to monitor the 126 
complete progression of cervical cancer from normal through to low grade squamous 127 
intraepithelial lesion (LSIL) and high grade squamous intraepithelial lesion (HSIL) on 128 
the basis of spectral differences obtained from the different layers of the respective 129 
tissue samples. 130 
  131 
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Materials and Methods 132 
Sample collection 133 
The samples used in this study were obtained from the Histopathology Department, 134 
Coombe Women and Infants University Hospital, Dublin, Ireland. This study was 135 
approved by Research Ethics Committee at the Coombe Women and Infants 136 
University Hospital. Normal cervical tissue samples were taken from hysterectomy 137 
specimens for a benign diagnosis such as uterine prolapse or fibroids. Further cervical 138 
H&E sections from these hysterectomy specimens were microscopically examined to 139 
reveal no Cervical Intraepithelial Neoplasia or significant pathological abnormality. 140 
The clinical history of these cases confirmed no significant previous cervical 141 
pathology. Anonymised tissue sections from cervical biopsies clinically characterised 142 
as NILM, LSIL (or CIN 1) or HSIL (or CIN 2, CIN 3) were analysed. Raman spectral 143 
maps from cervical tissue samples of twenty different patients, including, five NILM, 144 
two LSIL (CIN 1), ten HSIL (five CIN 2, five CIN 3) and three carcinoma in situ 145 
samples, were acquired. Raman spectral mapping of regions identified by the 146 
pathologist as normal and diseased was carried out. For each sample, two parallel 147 
tissue sections of 10µm thickness were cut from the Formalin Fixed Paraffin 148 
Processed cervical tissue block using a microtome. After dewaxing with xylene 149 
according to standard clinical procedures (Ó Faoláin et al, 2005), one section was 150 
mounted on a calcium fluoride slide (Crystran Ltd., UK) and used for the Raman 151 
spectroscopic analysis and the other section was mounted on a glass slide for 152 
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. 153 
Raman spectral mapping 154 
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Tissue sections from cervical tissue biopsies were mapped with Raman spectroscopy 155 
from the regions that were identified by the pathologist as normal and as low/high 156 
grade squamous lesions to elucidate the layer differentiation within the normal tissue 157 
and how this differentiation is affected by the progression of CIN, based on the 158 
spectroscopic signatures of the biochemical composition. The analysis of the Raman 159 
maps from the cervical epithelium of different tissue sections revealed a serial change 160 
associated with the progression of disease. 161 
Raman Data acquisition 162 
Raman maps were recorded using a HORIBA Jobin Yvon HR 800 Raman microscope 163 
(LabSpec V5.58) with a 785 nm laser as source. An Olympus (MPLN100X) dry 164 
objective, having a numerical aperture of 0.9, providing a spot size of ~1m on the 165 
sample, was used to focus on the sample and collect the Raman scattered light in a 166 
backscattering geometry. Raman scattering was collected through a 100 μm confocal 167 
hole onto a Synapse air-cooled CCD detector for the range of 400-1800 cm-
1
 using a 168 
300 lines/mm diffraction grating, yielding a dispersion of ~1.5cm
-1
 per CCD pixel. 169 
The instrument was calibrated using the 520.7 cm
-1 
peak of silicon. Raman spectral 170 
mapping was performed using 2 x 15 seconds acquisitions with a step size of 18μm. 171 
Data pre-processing of Raman maps 172 
All data processing was performed directly on the spectral image using MatLab 7.2 173 
and protocols which have been established in the Dublin Institute of Technology 174 
(Knief, 2010). Data pre-processing included smoothing, baseline correction and 175 
normalization. All spectra, including calibration and substrate backgrounds, were 176 
vector normalized and smoothed using a Savitzky Golay smoothing (order 5, 13 point 177 
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window) method. A rubber band correction for baseline removal for all the spectra 178 
was carried out and the substrate spectra were subtracted from each spectrum.  179 
Data analysis 180 
K-means cluster analysis (KMCA) and Principal Components Analysis (PCA) were 181 
used to analyse the spectral data sets obtained from the Raman maps. KMCA is an 182 
unsupervised non hierarchical method of clustering the cases randomly into user 183 
predefined clusters (5 cluster with 10 iterations for the current study) and cycles until 184 
a local minimum is found by using the Euclidean sum of squares as a descriptor 185 
(Wang & Mizaikoff, 2008). The false colour map generated then shows the clusters 186 
with similar spectral and hence biochemical properties. The pseudo colour map 187 
generated by the KMCA leads to the identification of the distinct layers of the cervical 188 
epithelium, separated on the basis of the similarities of the Raman spectral profiles 189 
and the clustered data is represented by an average of all the spectra of one layer.  190 
In order to further elucidate the biochemical basis of the results of the KMCA, 191 
Principal component analysis (PCA) was employed. PCA is a mathematical procedure 192 
involving the transformation of possibly correlated variables into a smaller number of 193 
uncorrelated variables known as principal components (PC). The first principal 194 
component accounts for as much variability in the data as possible, and each 195 
succeeding principal component accounts for as much of the remaining variability as 196 
possible. The PC loadings can describe the biochemical differences which are used by 197 
the PCA to determine the variability in the Raman spectral data and hence separation 198 
of different groups of spectra. 199 
  200 
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Results and Discussion 201 
KMCA of NILM cervical epithelium 202 
Figure 1a, shows the H&E stained tissue section and Figure 1b shows the extended 203 
video image of an unstained NILM tissue section with a 100x objective acquired 204 
using the Raman micro spectrometer. The sample was spectroscopically mapped and 205 
analysed in the area indicated by the red box. KMCA of the Raman map is shown in 206 
Figure 1c. The analysis employs 5 clusters which divide the cervical epithelium into 207 
three distinct layers. A comparison of the unstained tissue section with the results of 208 
the KMCA for this map suggests that the blue cluster represents the stroma, the red 209 
cluster the basal and parabasal layers, the green cluster the superficial layer and the 210 
black cluster the substrate, while the yellow cluster represents the presence of residual 211 
wax in the tissue section. 212 
Mean Raman spectra representing the respective clusters are shown in Figure 1d (the 213 
spectra of clusters describing the substrate and residual wax are not shown). The 214 
Raman spectra of pure collagen and glycogen used for reference are described by 215 
Lyng et al, 2007, Tan et al, 2011. 216 
The most distinctive Raman bands in the blue spectrum of Figure 1d, indicative of 217 
the blue cluster of Figure 1c, can be assigned to collagen (853cm
-1
, 921cm
-1
, 938 cm
-218 
1
and 1245 cm
-1
) and phenylalanine (1002cm
-1
). Collagen is a structural protein and is 219 
a major component of the connective tissue layer, termed the stroma in the case of 220 
cervical tissue. The distinctive bands in the red spectrum of Figure 1d, corresponding 221 
to the red cluster of Figure 1c, are of DNA bases, thymine (755 cm
-1
), adenine (722 222 
cm
-1
) and cytosine (782 cm
-1
). On the basis of this information, it can be concluded 223 
that the red cluster represents the basal and parabasal layers. The bands present at 224 
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480cm
-1
, 849cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1
 in the Raman spectrum suggest that accumulation of 225 
glycogen starts in the basal and parabasal layers, which are also rich in DNA. The 226 
major differentiating Raman features observed in the mean representative spectrum of 227 
the green cluster can be assigned to glycogen (480cm
-1
, 849cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1
), and 228 
are Raman signatures of the superficial squamous epithelium of the cervix, as cervical 229 
epithelial cells accumulate glycogen with maturity (Sellors & Sankaranarayanan, 230 
2003). 231 
It should be noted that two important Raman markers of collagen and glycogen can be 232 
used to differentiate the Raman spectra of the layers of squamous epithelium and 233 
stroma. Based on the analyses of (Jess et al, 2007; Lyng et al, 2007; Notingher, 2007; 234 
Notingher et al, 2003), the Raman bands at 853cm
-1
, 921cm
-1
, 938cm
-1
 and 1245 cm
-1
 235 
are indicative of collagen and those at 480cm
-1
, 849cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1
 can be assigned 236 
to glycogen. Notably, the two bands at 853 cm
-1
 (collagen) and 849 cm
-1
 (glycogen) 237 
overlap and are not well differentiated by Raman spectroscopy. By considering the 238 
pattern of the collagen and glycogen bands in the current study, it is observed that 921 239 
cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1
 are normally co-incident in spectra of collagen and the 480 cm
-1
 240 
and 853 cm
-1
 bands are normally present in the spectra of glycogen. These Raman 241 
bands are therefore good differentiating bands between collagen and glycogen. 242 
Another differentiating marker can be that at 1245 cm
-1
, which is observed as a very 243 
sharp band if associated with the presence of collagen, while otherwise it is very 244 
much diminished and broadened. 245 
It is also notable that the basal layer shares some features with the stromal layer, such 246 
as that at 1318 cm
-1
, assigned to guanine, and the superficial layer, such as that at 247 
1084 cm
-1
, assigned to the O-P-O stretching of DNA, and these Raman bands are 248 
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therefore not differentiating bands between these layers. The Raman band at 1339 cm
-
249 
1 
is assigned to tryptophan and is also present in the Raman spectra of all the layers. 250 
Comparison of the H&E stained tissue section, the unstained tissue section and the 251 
KMCA of the Raman map demonstrates that Raman spectroscopy is able to 252 
differentiate normal cervical epithelium into three layers; stroma, basal, and squamous 253 
epithelium, on the basis of the prominence of Raman signatures of collagen in the 254 
stroma, DNA bases in the basal and parabasal layer and glycogen in the superficial 255 
layer. The presence of glycogen bands in the mean spectrum of the basal layer is an 256 
indication that cells are dividing normally and gradually maturing to accumulate 257 
glycogen. 258 
PCA of normal cervical epithelium [NILM] 259 
PCA of normal basal layer vs normal stromal layer 260 
Figure 2 A & B represents the scatter plot and loadings of the PCA for the basal 261 
versus stromal layer. These two layers are well differentiated by PC1, which accounts 262 
for 67.4 % of the variance. PC2 does not differentiate these groups of Raman spectra 263 
as indicated by the PCA scatter plot. 264 
Notably, in the PCA scatter plot, the cluster of the Raman spectra of the basal layer is 265 
distributed negatively with respect to PC1 and the Raman spectra of the stroma are 266 
clustered on the positive side. This is translated to the loadings of PC1, as all the 267 
negative loadings are associated with the characteristic Raman features of DNA bases 268 
(Bonnier & Byrne, 2012) and are clearly indicative of the characteristics of the basal 269 
layer, as it is richer in DNA as compared to the stromal layer. The features associated 270 
with DNA, contributed by the basal layer, include those at 728 cm
-1
 (A), 827 cm
-1
 (O-271 
P-O of DNA), 898 cm
-1
 (deoxyribose ring breathing),1276 cm
-1
 and 1340 cm
-1
 (G). 272 
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Only a few features related to proteins are observed, including those at 509 cm
-1
 (S-S 273 
stretching), 642 cm
-1
 (C-C stretching), 1129 cm
-1
 (C-N stretching) and 1449 cm
-1
 (CH 274 
deformation). On the other hand, the positive loadings can be assigned to the 275 
characteristic Raman features of the stromal layer. These loadings are assigned to 276 
collagen and contribute strongly to differentiating this layer from the basal layer. The 277 
features contributed by the stroma include those at 853 cm
-1
, 921 cm
-1
, 972 cm
-1
 and 278 
1242 cm
-1
, assigned to the collagen of the stromal layer and 1165 cm
-1
, 1195 cm
-1
 (C-279 
N stretching) and 1655 cm
-1 
(amide-I). 280 
PCA of normal basal layer vs normal superficial layer 281 
Figure 2 C & D presents the PCA scatter plot and loadings of the PCA respectively 282 
for the normal basal versus normal superficial layers. A good separation of the two 283 
layers based on PC1, which accounts for 74.2% of the variance, is observed as two 284 
well distinguished clusters of the spectra in the PCA scatter plot. In the PCA scatter 285 
plot, the cluster of the Raman spectra of the normal basal layer is observed in the 286 
negative PC1 axis and Raman spectra of the superficial layer are clustered in the 287 
positive axis which is consistent with the loadings of the PCA as the negative 288 
loadings are related to the characteristic Raman features of DNA bases which are 289 
characteristic of the basal layer. The clustering of the Raman spectra of the superficial 290 
layer is observed in the positive axis, which is consistent with the loadings of the 291 
PCA, because the positive loadings are assigned to the characteristic Raman features 292 
of glycogen, a specific marker of this layer. 293 
The loadings of PC1 elucidate the discriminating Raman features which can be 294 
attributed to the basal layer, including predominantly DNA related Raman bands in 295 
the negative sense, and glycogen related Raman bands in the positive sense, which 296 
can be attributed to the superficial layer. Specifically, the loadings of PC1 show 297 
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negative features at 755 cm
-1
(T), 728 cm
-1
, 1338 cm
-1
 (A), 775 cm
-1
 (C), 1182 cm
-1
, 298 
1313 cm
-1
 (G) and 1080 cm
-1
 (O-P-O of DNA). Positive features of PC1 at 480 cm
-1
, 299 
853 cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1
 are assigned to the glycogen of the superficial layer. 300 
The PCA of the basal layer of different NILM samples are presented in the 301 
Supplementary Information (figure S1), as scatter plot and loadings respectively. The 302 
scatter plot shows some differentiation of the two clusters of the Raman spectra by 303 
PC1 (56.7%) and very little differentiation by PC2 (15.80%) which is attributed to 304 
some degree of inter-patient variability, largely based on intensity variations of peaks 305 
associated with proteins and lipids (figure S1). 306 
Thus, while KMCA can be employed to visualise the differences of the tissue 307 
architecture, the results of the PCA of the normal basal layer versus the normal 308 
stromal and superficial layers demonstrate the potential to identify the specific 309 
spectral features which lead to the differentiation of these layers on the basis of the 310 
Raman spectral features characteristic for each layer. 311 
KMCA of HSIL tissue  312 
Raman spectral results of a HSIL (CIN 2) cervical tissue sample are presented in 313 
Figure 3, wherein Figure 3a shows a H&E stained tissue section which has abnormal 314 
and normal tissue areas adjacent to each other. These regions are ideal to investigate 315 
how the layer differentiation is affected by the proliferation of disease. Figure 3 b 316 
shows the optical image of the parallel unstained tissue section as viewed by the 317 
Raman micro spectrometer. KMCA of the Raman map of the same sample is shown 318 
in Figure 3 c.  319 
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The KMCA of the Raman map (Figure 3 c) clearly shows the separation of the 320 
normal and abnormal regions. The normal region is separated into three layers, 321 
including stroma (indicated by the yellow and blue colour clusters with a mean 322 
spectrum having characteristic bands of collagen, Figure 3d), basal layer (indicated 323 
by the red colour cluster with mean spectrum having characteristic bands of DNA 324 
bases) and squamous epithelium (indicated by the green colour cluster, with mean 325 
spectrum having characteristic bands of glycogen). The reason for the two clusters 326 
(yellow and blue) in the stromal layer is the difference in the intensity of the collagen 327 
related bands. Notably, the stromal layer also has points which are clustered with the 328 
basal layer, indicating increased DNA, or reduced collagen content. This will not be 329 
discussed further here, but will be the subject of a further communication. 330 
In contrast, the abnormal region of the tissue section is separated into only two layers, 331 
representing stromal and basal layers. The representative mean spectrum (Figure 3d) 332 
from KMCA of the Raman map of this region indicates the presence of the 333 
characteristic features of the basal cells in the superficial layer, as characterised by the 334 
Raman spectral features of thymine (755 cm
-1
), adenine (722 cm
-1
) and cytosine (782 335 
cm
-1
). 336 
Thus, the analysis indicates three distinct layers, stromal, basal and superficial layers 337 
for the normal region, and two distinct layers, stromal and basal layers for the 338 
abnormal region in Figure 3. This is consistent with the diagnosis and confirms that 339 
the abnormal region is characterized by increased DNA contributions and reduced 340 
glycogen contributions in the abnormal cells. 341 
KMCA of LSIL tissue  342 
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Figure 4 a shows the H&E stained image of an LSIL (CIN 1) tissue section which 343 
exhibits the normal pattern of the stroma, basal, parabasal, intermediate and 344 
superficial epithelium. Figure 4 b shows the extended video image of the same 345 
unstained tissue section with a X100 objective, acquired using the Raman micro 346 
spectrometer and the red box indicates the area analysed. KMCA of the Raman map is 347 
shown in Figure 4 c. 348 
The images indicate an intact stroma, distinct from the basal layer, as confirmed by 349 
the Raman bands of the collagen, including 849 cm
-1
, 921 cm
-1
, 938 cm
-1
 and 1245 350 
cm
-1
, in the blue mean spectrum in Figure 4d. The separation of the stroma and basal 351 
layer is very clear, but, at the same time, the squamous epithelium has three types of 352 
clusters, two with strong Raman spectral features of glycogen (green and yellow 353 
clusters) and one with the characteristic Raman spectral features of the basal layer 354 
(red cluster), indicating characteristics of basal cells in this layer.  355 
KMCA indicates that the superficial layer shows evidence of disease, based on strong 356 
DNA features throughout this layer. This is unexpected in the LSIL tissue as 357 
abnormal cells would be expected to be locally confined, adjacent to the basal region, 358 
and constitute only a third of the epithelium. Further investigation was thus performed 359 
using PCA. 360 
 361 
PCA of NILM basal layer versus LSIL basal layer  362 
PCA of the Raman spectra from the basal layer of the NILM cervical epithelium 363 
against the LSIL basal layer (Figure 4) is shown in Figure 5 A & B as scatter plot 364 
and loadings of the PCA respectively. The PCA scatter plot shows clear 365 
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differentiation of the two groups by clustering the Raman spectra of the normal basal 366 
layer in the negative axis and the spectra of the LSIL basal layer in the positive axis of 367 
the scatter plot and hence negative and positive loadings are associated with them 368 
respectively. 369 
The loadings of the PCA, including those at 480cm
-1
, 849 cm
-1
and 939 cm
-1
 370 
(glycogen), 1346 cm
-1
 (guanine), 1056cm
-1
, 1088 cm
-1
 (O-P-O of DNA) and those 371 
associated with proteins, at 831 cm
-1
 (tyrosine), 1144cm
-1
 (C-C stretching), 1222cm
-1
 372 
(amide-III beta sheet) are contributed by the LSIL basal layer. The loadings 373 
associated with the normal basal layer include those at 728cm
-1
 (adenine), 783cm
-1
 374 
(cytosine), 1375cm
-1
 (thymine), 1482cm
-1
 (guanine), 1449cm
-1
 (CH deformation) and 375 
1577cm
-1
 (tryptophan ring breathing). 376 
PCA shows clear differentiation of the normal basal layer and the LSIL basal layer, 377 
indicating that cells of the normal basal layer are clearly different to the cells of the 378 
LSIL basal layer. 379 
 380 
PCA results of NILM basal layer vs HSIL basal layers 381 
PCA was also performed for the NILM basal layer and the HSIL basal layers to 382 
elucidate any differences between the normal and abnormal areas shown in Figure 3. 383 
As indicated in Figure 3c, HSIL-basal-a is the normal area and HSIL basal-b is the 384 
abnormal area which can be further subdivided into two parts, HSIL basal-bi and 385 
HSIL basal-bii. 386 
PCA of the normal basal layer vs the normal area of the HSIL basal layer (HSIL 387 
basal-a) is presented in Figure 5 C & D as scatter plot and loadings respectively. It 388 
may be helpful in identifying the Raman spectral features which may be taken as the 389 
markers of the early stage of the disease or a pre-disease stage. 390 
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Interestingly, although the HSIL basal-a region was classified as normal, the PCA 391 
scatter plot differentiates the two regions by PC1 (71.6%). The Raman spectra of the 392 
normal basal layer are clustered in the negative axis and spectra of the HSIL basal-a 393 
region in the positive axis of the scatter plot. This indicates that the loadings of the 394 
PCA which are negative, including those at 480 cm
-1
, 849 cm
-1
 and 939 cm
-1
 395 
(glycogen), and some loadings related to DNA, including the feature at 718 cm
-1
 396 
(adenine), are contributed by the normal basal layer. The positive loadings associated 397 
with the DNA, including 1088 cm
-1
 (O-P-O of DNA) and 1346 cm
-1
 (guanine) and 398 
1202 cm
-1
, 1222 cm
-1
 (amide-III beta sheet) and 1675 cm
-1
 (amide-I) are contributed 399 
by the HSIL basal-a layer. Thus, PCA differentiates the HSIL basal-a layer from the 400 
normal basal layer and confirms that HSIL basal-a is not a true normal region in terms 401 
of biochemical composition. 402 
PCA analysis of the normal basal layer versus the abnormal area of the HSIL basal 403 
layer (HSIL basal-bi) was performed to explore biochemical differences between 404 
these layers, as HSIL basal-bi may be expected to be closer in biochemical 405 
composition to the normal basal layer, as compared to HSIL basal-bii layer. 406 
PCA results of the normal basal layer vs HSIL basal-bi layer are presented in Figure 407 
5 E & F as scatter plot and loadings respectively. It can be seen in the PCA scatter 408 
plot that the two groups are well differentiated and the Raman spectra of the normal 409 
basal layer are clustered in the negative axis, while the spectra of the HSIL basal-bi 410 
layer are clustered in the positive axis. Notably, the major difference which can be 411 
identified at first glance is the presence of glycogen related bands at 482 cm
-1
, 849 412 
cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1 
in the negative sense, solely contributed by the Raman spectra of 413 
the normal basal layer. This indicates that the normal basal layer, as expected, has 414 
more glycogen in the cells as compared to the HSIL basal-bi layer. Moreover, this 415 
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also means that the cells of the HSIL basal-bi layer are more proliferative and more 416 
immature as compared to the normal basal layer and hence the glycogen content is 417 
reduced due to its consumption by the cells during the process of the cell growth or 418 
proliferation.  419 
Other negative loadings of PC1 including those at 524 cm
-1
 (S-S stretching), 718 cm
-1
 420 
(adenine) and 1348 cm
-1
 (tryptophan ring breathing) are contributed by the normal 421 
basal and the positive loadings, including those at 669 cm
-1
 (thymine), 788 cm
-1
, 1088 422 
cm
-1
 (O-P-O of DNA) and 1062 cm
-1
 (C-N stretching) correspond to the HSIL basal-423 
bi layer. This confirms that HSIL basal-bi layer is not biochemically normal and has 424 
more dividing/DNA rich cells as compared to the cells of the normal basal layer. 425 
Another prominent loading is that at 1222 cm
-1
 (amide-III beta sheet) which is 426 
contributed by the HSIL basal-bi layer and differentiates the Raman spectra of this 427 
layer from those of the normal basal layer. It should be noted that this band also 428 
contributed to the differentiation of the normal basal layer versus LSIL basal layer 429 
(Figure 5 A & B) and HSIL basal-a layer (Figure 5 C & D). The prominence of this 430 
band has been observed using a number of NILM tissue samples for comparison, as 431 
shown in supplementary information figure S2. This suggests that this signature could 432 
be associated with the early stages of disease and, given the established aetiology, 433 
with HPV infection in the cervical tissue samples. 434 
PCA analysis of the normal basal layer versus the HSIL basal-bii layer was also 435 
carried out to explore biochemical differences between these layers, as the HSIL 436 
basal-bii layer might be expected to be different from the normal basal layer and 437 
resemble the superficial layer of the normal sample. 438 
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PCA results of the normal basal layer vs the HSIL basal-bii layer are presented in 439 
Figure 5 G & H as scatter plot and loadings, respectively. It can be seen in the PCA 440 
scatter plot that the two groups are different from each other and the Raman spectra of 441 
the normal basal layer are clustered in the negative axis and spectra of the HSIL 442 
basal-bii layer are clustered in the positive axis. Once again, the major difference 443 
between the two groups of the Raman spectra appearing in the form of the loadings is 444 
the presence of the glycogen related bands at 482 cm
-1
, 849 cm
-1
 and 938 cm
-1
, which 445 
are solely contributed by the Raman spectra of the normal basal layer (in the 446 
negative). This confirms, as described earlier, that the cells of the normal basal layer 447 
are rich in glycogen as compared to the cells of the HSIL basal-bii layer. In addition, 448 
the cells of the HSIL basal-bii layer appear to be more proliferative in nature as 449 
compared to those of the normal basal layer and hence glycogen content is reduced 450 
due to its consumption by the cells during the process of cell growth and/or 451 
proliferation. Other positive loadings contributed by the HSIL basal-bii layer include 452 
those at 669 cm
-1
, 759 cm
-1
 (thymine), 1062 cm
-1
 (C-N stretching) and by the normal 453 
basal layer include 644 cm
-1
and 1108 cm
-1
 (C-C stretching) and 1348 cm
-1
 454 
(tryptophan ring breathing). Thus, the HSIL basal-bii region is well differentiated 455 
from the normal basal layer and seems to have more dividing/DNA rich cells as 456 
compared to the cells of the normal basal layer. In addition, no positive loadings 457 
associated with glycogen are seen, which are normally associated with the superficial 458 
layer. It can be concluded that the HSIL basal-bii layer is not similar or close to the 459 
biochemical composition of the superficial layer and this has also been confirmed 460 
using PCA (see supplementary information figure S3). The loading observed at 1222 461 
cm
-1
 (amide-III beta sheet), contributed by the HSIL basal-bii layer, is again the 462 
predominant difference between these two groups of spectra and is consistent with the 463 
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previous PCA results, further indicating that it may be associated with the early onset 464 
of disease. 465 
PCA of HSIL basal-a layer versus HSIL basal-bi layer versus HSIL basal-bii 466 
layer 467 
PCA has also been performed on HSIL basal-a and HSIL basal-b, the normal and 468 
abnormal areas of the cervical tissue section presented in Figure 3c, respectively. On 469 
the basis of the fact that DNA related Raman features are predominant in the 470 
abnormal area as compared to the normal area, the HSIL basal-b region is expected to 471 
give more DNA related features as compared to the HSIL basal-a region. PCA of the 472 
HSIL basal a versus HSIL basal-bi and HSIL basal-bii was performed to explore 473 
biochemical differences between these layers, as HSIL basal-bii might be expected to 474 
be different to HSIL basal-a (as compared to HSIL basal-bi) and resemble the 475 
superficial layer of the true normal sample. It should be noted that HSIL basal-bii 476 
derives from the superficial layer and has been termed basal due to the classification 477 
of KMCA on the basis of the observation of the DNA related bands, in Figure 3d. 478 
PCA results of the HSIL basal-a versus HSIL basal-bi are presented in Figure 6 as 479 
scatter plot (Figure 6A) and loadings (Figure 6B) of the PCA. There is little or no 480 
differentiation between the two groups of spectra indicating that they are similar in 481 
biochemical nature. The major loadings in this case are only related to proteins and 482 
include those at 1004 cm
-1
 (phenyl alanine), 1129 cm
-1
, 1142 cm
-1
 (C-N stretching) 483 
and 1449 cm
-1
 (CH deformation). 484 
This finding confirms the PCA finding from Figure 5 D that the normal basal layer 485 
and the HSIL basal-a layer were not biochemically similar, i.e. the HSIL basal-a layer 486 
was not biochemically normal despite appearing normal morphologically.  487 
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PCA results of the HSIL basal bi and HSIL basal-bii, two subdivisions of the HSIL 488 
basal-b layer, indicated in Figure 3c, which is the abnormal area of the HSIL sample, 489 
are presented here in Figure 6 C & D as scatter plot and loadings respectively. The 490 
purpose of this analysis was to establish whether these two groups are similar or 491 
different in their biochemical composition, affected by the progression of the disease, 492 
and on what basis the KMCA clustered the Raman data. 493 
It is clear from the PCA scatter plot that the two groups are not very different from 494 
each other as, although they are partially differentiated, they overlap to some extent. 495 
The Raman spectra of HSIL basal-bi are largely clustered in the negative axis and 496 
spectra of the HSIL basal-bii in the positive axis. This means that the loadings of the 497 
PCA which are negative, including 669 cm
-1
(thymine), 782 cm
-1
(cytosine) and 1062 498 
cm
-1
(O-P-O of DNA), correspond to the HSIL basal-bi region and the positive ones 499 
including 718 cm
-1
, 1238 cm
-1
(adenine), 1260 cm
-1
(thymine) and 1278 cm
-1
(cytosine), 500 
correspond to the HSIL basal-bii region. Notably, the spectral groups are not very 501 
different, as indicated by the scatter plot and reflected in the presence of DNA 502 
features (thymine and cytosine) as both positive and negative loadings of the PC. 503 
It should be noted that the loadings of the PCA between HSIL basal-bi and HSIL 504 
basal-bii (Figure 6 D) are very different than those of the normal basal layer versus 505 
the normal superficial layer (Figure 2 D) as there are no representations of glycogen 506 
in the former as compared to the latter. The differentiating features are rather 507 
associated with DNA, characteristic of rapidly proliferating cells. The findings are 508 
also consistent with the PCA results showing clear differentiation between the normal 509 
superficial layer and the HSIL basal-bii layer (supplementary information figure S3). 510 
Under normal conditions, the basal layer provides cells to the superficial layer, but 511 
those cells are under controlled growth and have the ability to store glycogen during 512 
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the process of the maturation, and only matured cells, having stored glycogen, move 513 
into the superficial layer. This may lead to the conclusion that, during the progression 514 
of cervical cancer, characteristic biochemical features of the rapidly proliferating 515 
basal cells, rich in DNA and lacking in glycogen, appear in the superficial layer due to 516 
the progression of the disease. The KMCA clustering of the HSIL basal bii layer with 517 
the HSIL basal bi layer is a representation of this process. 518 
PCA results of the HSIL basal-a versus HSIL basal-bii are presented in Figure 6 (E) 519 
as scatter plot and Figure 6 (F) as loadings of the PCA. There is very good 520 
differentiation between the two groups of spectra, indicating that they are different in 521 
biochemical nature. In the PCA scatter plot, HSIL basal-a, is clustered in the negative 522 
axis and HSIL basal-bii in the positive and they are hence associated with the negative 523 
and positive loadings respectively. Loadings associated with HSIL basal-bii include 524 
those at 669 cm
-1
 (thymine), 718 cm
-1
 (adenine), 782 cm
-1
 (cytosine), 888 cm
-1
 525 
(deoxyribose ring breathing) and 825 cm
-1
 (O-P-O of DNA), which are associated 526 
with DNA, indicating the presence of rapidly proliferating cells having high DNA 527 
content. On the other hand HSIL basal-a has contributed loadings associated only 528 
with proteins, including those at 1129cm
-1
, 1158 cm
-1
 (C-N stretching), 1172cm
-1
 529 
(tyrosine ring breathing), 1449 cm
-1
 (CH deformation) and 1675 cm
-1
 (amide-I). 530 
Notably the loadings of HSIL basal-a versus HSIL basal-bii and HSIL basal-a versus 531 
HSIL basal-bi are very similar, although HSIL basal-a shows some features associated 532 
with glycogen (482cm
-1
). 533 
 534 
The repeated observation of the 1222cm
-1
 band, associated with the amide III band of 535 
beta sheeted proteins, in differentiating normal and early stage disease of the cervix 536 
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suggests that it may be a spectroscopic marker of the early stages of the onset. As 537 
cervical cancer is predominantly associated with high risk HPV, it may therefore, by 538 
extension, be an indicator of infection. Should this be the case, it is more likely a 539 
marker for the physiological effects of HPV infection in tissue, rather than the 540 
spectroscopic bands associated with the virus itself, due to the very small genome size 541 
of the HPV as compared to the human genome (Diem et al, 2012). The intracellular 542 
targets for HPVs include a number of regulatory proteins such as cyclins, cyclin 543 
dependent kinases, cyclin inhibitors, and cell cycle-associated proteins and p16
INK4A 
544 
overexpression has been demonstrated in cervical cancers as a result of functional 545 
inactivation of retinoblastoma protein by the HPV E7 protein (Tam et al, 1994). 546 
p16
INK4A 
expression levels have been shown to be correlated with degree of HPV 547 
infection in cervical cell lines (Ostrowska et al, 2011) and to the degree of CIN in 548 
tissue biopsies (Lesnikova et al, 2009). However, in an FTIR study of cervical cell 549 
lines of varying HPV infection, and correlated p16
INK4A 
expression levels, only weak 550 
variations of the cytoplasmic amide III features were observed (Ostrowska et al, 551 
2011) and although a PCA analysis of Raman spectra of pellets of the same cell lines 552 
showed a good differentiation between the cell lines, any features which could be 553 
related to the amide III band were evident only in PC2 and PC3 (Ostrowska et al, 554 
2010). Indeed, a pairwise PCA of the same data revealed no strong contribution of the 555 
amide III feature to the discrimination of the HPV negative cell lines from 556 
progressively HPV positive cell lines (Rashid, 2013). 557 
 558 
  559 
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Conclusion 560 
Raman micro spectroscopy together with KMCA was able to differentiate NILM 561 
cervical tissue into three layers including stroma, basal/parabasal and superficial 562 
layers on the basis of the spectral features of collagen, DNA bases and glycogen 563 
respectively.  In the HSIL tissue with both normal and abnormal regions, KMCA 564 
showed three distinct layers, stromal, basal and superficial layers for the normal 565 
region, and two distinct layers, stromal and basal layers for the abnormal region.  This 566 
finding confirms that the abnormal cells are characterised by increased DNA 567 
contributions and reduced glycogen contributions. Further analysis by PCA, however 568 
showed that the normal region was not in fact normal and could be differentiated 569 
from the NILM samples. Interestingly, KMCA showed strong DNA features 570 
throughout the superficial layer of the LSIL tissue.  As this tissue was classified as 571 
LSIL, abnormal cells would be expected only in the basal third of the epithelium 572 
rather than throughout the epithelium. These findings indicate that Raman 573 
microspectroscopy can identify biochemical changes in tissue where morphological 574 
changes are not yet prominent. The 1222cm
-1
 Raman feature, associated with the 575 
amide III band of beta sheeted proteins, was consistently observed in differentiating 576 
normal and pre-malignant tissue suggesting that it may be a spectroscopic marker of 577 
the early biochemical changes. 578 
In conclusion, this study has shown that Raman microspectroscopy in combination 579 
with KMCA and PCA can be useful for the early detection of pre-malignant changes 580 
in cervical tissue. 581 
 582 
  583 
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Titles and Legends to Figures  710 
Figure 1 (a) H&E stained NILM tissue, (b) unstained tissue under Raman 711 
spectroscope, (c) Five cluster K means cluster map generated from the Raman map, 712 
(d) K-means cluster spectra, blue representing the stroma (collagen), red representing 713 
the basal layer (DNA) and green representing the superficial layer (glycogen), for the 714 
Raman map of the marked region in c. 715 
Figure 2 PCA scatter plot and loading (PC1) for: (A, B) normal basal vs normal 716 
stromal layer and (C, D) normal basal vs normal superficial layer. 717 
Figure 3 (a) H&E stained normal and abnormal region of HSIL (CIN 2) tissue with 718 
scale bar of 200µm, (b) unstained tissue under Raman spectroscope, (c) Five cluster 719 
KMCA map generated from the Raman map, (d) Representative mean Raman spectra 720 
from KMCA of Raman map, yellow and blue clusters corresponding to stroma, red 721 
corresponding to basal layer, and green corresponding to squamous epithelium from 722 
the marked region. 723 
Figure 4 (a) H&E stained region of LSIL (CIN 1) tissue with scale bar of 500µm, (b) 724 
unstained tissue under Raman spectroscope, with scale bar of 100µm, (c) Five cluster 725 
KMCA map generated from the Raman map, (d) and K-means cluster spectra, blue 726 
representing stroma (collagen), red representing basal (DNA), green & yellow 727 
representing superficial (glycogen) layers, for the Raman map of the marked region. 728 
Figure 5 PCA scatter plot and loadings (PC1) of NILM basal layer versus LSIL basal 729 
(A, B), HSIL basal-a (C, D), HSIL basal-bi (E, F), HSIL basal-bii (G, H). 730 
Figure 6 PCA scatter plot and loadings (PC1) for HSIL basal-a layer versus HSIL 731 
basal-bi layer (A, B), HSIL basal-bi layer vs HSIL basal-bii layer (C, D), HSIL basal-732 
a layer versus HSIL basal-bii layer (E, F). 733 
33 
 
Figure S1 PCA scatter plot (A) and PC1 loadings (B) of the basal regions of two 734 
NILM samples.  PC1 accounts for only 56% of the variability, and the dominant 735 
differentiating features are largely attributed to proteins and lipids. 736 
Figure S2 PCA scatter plot (A) and PC1 loadings (B) of the differentiation of the 737 
basal layer of a second NILM sample from the LSIL basal layer. Again, the amide III 738 
at 1222cm
-1
 is dominant. 739 
Figure S3 PCA scatter plot (A) and loadings of PC1 (B) of the normal superficial 740 
layer and the HSIL basal-bii layer showing good differentiation with the loadings 741 
contributed by the Raman spectra of the HSIL basal-bii layer attributed to DNA and 742 
no glycogen related loadings contributed by the cells in this layer. 743 
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